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Executive Summary

 The UK’s vote to leave the European Union has created significant 
uncertainty but the foundations of the UK property and mortgage markets 
remain strong

 New build continues to show healthy activity, remortgage rates have picked 
up and offset a seasonal drop-off in house purchase and buy-to-let activity

 That product transfers remain excluded from both gross and net lending 
figures is a concern for AMI, which is calling for this to be reconsidered in light 
of the new Term Funding Scheme

 Has lender forbearance gone on long enough? 

 Regulation has got it wrong in that it is nearly impossible for lenders, unless 
they use fully qualified advisers, to have a reasonable conversation with 
borrowers in difficulty without it straying out of generic guidance into fully 
regulated debt counselling 

 AMI is of the view that an arrears problem could be brewing in the banks 
given this context

 The industry’s relations with the FCA are under strain – the regulator fails to 
communicate with firms resulting in a sort of ‘blind examination’ 

 AMI is hopeful that supervision of advisers can become more akin to 
the supervision overseen by the Prudential Regulation Authority as these 
relationships appear more adult and collaborative



Economic Overview

Nothing has changed and yet everything 
has changed. The UK’s decision that it 

will trigger Article 50 and exit the European 
Union did not actually change Britain’s 
economic fundamentals overnight. And yet the 
uncertainty it caused – over whether it would 
be able to, when it might pull that trigger and 
in what way – sent shockwaves through the 
markets. Those shockwaves have had an effect: 
sterling has dropped dramatically and the 
consequence of that is that inflation is rising. 
Despite expectations to the contrary consumer 
price inflation rose to 0.6% in July. Retail price 
inflation meanwhile jumped to 1.9% - perhaps 
more indicative of the pressure on people’s 
pockets given the index includes mortgage 
costs and council tax. 

This is potentially concerning given that real 
wage growth has been supported by lower 
inflation and the Bank of England has flagged 
that there is increasing pressure to come on the 

cost of living while wage growth remains under 
pressure, possibly as a result of more people in 
work.

Fear around the future of international trade 
agreements with Britain rocked companies with 
several knee-jerk reactions warning on future 
redundancies. Confidence in higher risk assets 
was called into question. Several industry 
voices poured fuel on the fire, suggesting 
house prices would start to collapse. The UK 
also lost its only AAA rating following the vote, 
although this was probably already overdue. 
The Bank of England, acting to prevent panic 
in the markets agreed a package of monetary 
measures including a base rate cut to 0.25%, 
quantitative easing, bond buying and a Term 
Funding Scheme. The consequences of this 
have also been felt. 

Gilt yields fell through the floor, even turning 
negative in some situations. Savers have seen 
their returns dwindle to effectively nothing. 

Fundamentals in the housing and mortgage 
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markets however remain sound and it is 
important that as an industry we don’t lose 
sight of this fact. Builders continue to build 
and there is a long lead time to work with 
developers on future projects, shoring up the 
supply of new homes. 

House prices were rising rapidly last year, a 
state of affairs that brings its own issues. They 
were also cooling off before the referendum 
scaremongering even kicked off at the 
beginning of the year. The average of the 
Halifax and Nationwide indices grew by 1% in 
Q2, having grown by 2% in 2016 Q1.

To draw the conclusion that a seasonal 
slowdown in market activity in the summer is 
evidence of Brexit tipping the mortgage and 
housing markets off a cliff is facile. 

That doesn’t mean that there won’t be 
challenges brought about by Brexit. Uncertainty 
is present and there are undoubtedly some 
people who are delaying a move or property 
purchase as a result. But there are also plenty 
of opportunities. 

More people than ever are in work with the 
Office for National Statistics showing the 
unemployment rate in the three months to the 
end of June was unchanged at 4.9%. Average 
weekly earnings excluding bonuses rose 2.3% 
over the same period, up from 2.2%.

Brexit has caused much anxiety across the 

market however we are of the view that there 
is less than many claim, to be concerned 
about. There are various dynamics at play in 
the market, namely: new build development, 
purchase of existing housing stock, remortgage 
and buy-to-let. 

New build
As it stands we have yet to see a post-Brexit 
effect on new build. Unofficial figures from the 
NHBC, which provides warranty and insurance 
for new build homes, showed a total of 41,222 
new homes were registered by NHBC in Q2 
throughout the UK. This is interesting because 
it paints a picture of this sector after the 
referendum where official government figures 
have not yet been released. 
 
Its research claims a more positive outlook 
than many feared: 31,753 new homes were 
registered in the private sector, a 6% increase 
on the 30,086 a year ago. The public and 
affordable sector was down 13% with 9,469 
new homes registered compared to 10,845 in 
Q2 2015. The overall number represents a 1% 
increase on the same period last year when 
40,931 new homes were registered, making it 
the strongest quarter since 2007. 
 
Given that development is a medium to 
long-term process, it is unlikely that we will 
see a significant impact on the number and 
scale of already agreed developments in the 
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Fundamentals	  in	  the	  housing	  and	  mortgage	  markets	  however	  remain	  sound	  and	  it	  is	  important	  that	  
as	  an	  industry	  we	  don’t	  lose	  sight	  of	  this	  fact.	  Builders	  continue	  to	  build	  and	  there	  is	  a	  long	  lead	  time	  
to	  work	  with	  developers	  on	  future	  projects,	  shoring	  up	  the	  supply	  of	  new	  homes.	  	  

House	  prices	  were	  rising	  rapidly	  last	  year,	  a	  state	  of	  affairs	  that	  brings	  its	  own	  issues.	  They	  were	  also	  
cooling	  off	  before	  the	  referendum	  scaremongering	  even	  kicked	  off	  at	  the	  beginning	  of	  the	  year.	  The	  
average	  of	  the	  Halifax	  and	  Nationwide	  indices	  grew	  by	  1%	  in	  Q2,	  having	  grown	  by	  2%	  in	  2016	  Q1.	  

To	  draw	  the	  conclusion	  that	  a	  seasonal	  slowdown	  in	  market	  activity	  in	  the	  summer	  is	  evidence	  of	  
Brexit	  tipping	  the	  mortgage	  and	  housing	  markets	  off	  a	  cliff	  is	  facile.	  	  

That	  doesn’t	  mean	  that	  there	  won’t	  be	  challenges	  brought	  about	  by	  Brexit.	  Uncertainty	  is	  present	  
and	  there	  are	  undoubtedly	  some	  people	  who	  are	  delaying	  a	  move	  or	  property	  purchase	  as	  a	  result.	  
But	  there	  are	  also	  plenty	  of	  opportunities.	  	  

More	  people	  than	  ever	  are	  in	  work	  with	  the	  Office	  for	  National	  Statistics	  showing	  the	  unemployment	  
rate	  in	  the	  three	  months	  to	  the	  end	  of	  June	  was	  unchanged	  at	  4.9%.	  Average	  weekly	  earnings	  
excluding	  bonuses	  rose	  2.3%	  over	  the	  same	  period,	  up	  from	  2.2%.	  

CHART:	  Unemployment	  is	  expect	  to	  be	  around	  5%	  in	  the	  near	  term	  

Source: RICS and Bank of England
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Brexit	  has	  caused	  much	  anxiety	  across	  the	  market	  however	  we	  are	  of	  the	  view	  that	  there	  is	  less	  than	  
many	  claim,	  to	  be	  concerned	  about.	  There	  are	  various	  dynamics	  at	  play	  in	  the	  market,	  namely:	  new	  
build	  development,	  purchase	  of	  existing	  housing	  stock,	  remortgage	  and	  buy-‐to-‐let.	  	  

NEW	  BUILD	  

As	  it	  stands	  we	  have	  yet	  to	  see	  a	  post-‐Brexit	  effect	  on	  new	  build.	  Unofficial	  figures	  from	  the	  NHBC,	  
which	  provides	  warranty	  and	  insurance	  for	  new	  build	  homes,	  showed	  a	  total	  of	  41,222	  new	  homes	  
were	  registered	  by	  NHBC	  in	  Q2	  throughout	  the	  UK.	  This	  is	  interesting	  because	  it	  paints	  a	  picture	  of	  
this	  sector	  after	  the	  referendum	  where	  official	  government	  figures	  have	  not	  yet	  been	  released.	  

Its	  research	  claims	  a	  more	  positive	  outlook	  than	  many	  feared:	  31,753	  new	  homes	  were	  registered	  in	  
the	  private	  sector,	  a	  6%	  increase	  on	  the	  30,086	  a	  year	  ago.	  The	  public	  and	  affordable	  sector	  was	  
down	  13%	  with	  9,469	  new	  homes	  registered	  compared	  to	  10,845	  in	  Q2	  2015.	  

The	  overall	  number	  represents	  a	  1%	  increase	  on	  the	  same	  period	  last	  year	  when	  40,931	  new	  homes	  
were	  registered,	  making	  it	  the	  strongest	  quarter	  since	  2007.	  

Given	  that	  development	  is	  a	  medium	  to	  long-‐term	  process,	  it	  is	  unlikely	  that	  we	  will	  see	  a	  significant	  
impact	  on	  the	  number	  and	  scale	  of	  already	  agreed	  developments	  in	  the	  immediate	  future.	  Indeed	  
financial	  results	  from	  builders	  are	  painting	  a	  reasonably	  positive	  picture	  despite	  seeing	  their	  share	  
prices	  hit	  hard.	  Persimmon’s	  profit	  leap	  in	  August	  was	  a	  good	  example	  of	  this	  and	  their	  competitors	  
have	  generally	  reported	  fairly	  strong	  sales	  and	  earnings.	  

Additionally,	  new	  build	  development	  is	  likely	  to	  be	  given	  a	  boost	  by	  the	  government’s	  proposed	  
Starter	  Homes	  initiative,	  which	  is	  still	  due	  to	  start.	  	  

Starter	  Homes	  are	  due	  to	  be	  offered	  for	  sale	  at	  a	  minimum	  of	  20%	  below	  the	  open	  market	  value	  of	  
the	  property.	  Such	  properties	  are	  expected	  to	  be	  offered	  to	  people	  who	  have	  not	  previously	  been	  a	  
home	  buyer	  and	  want	  to	  own	  and	  occupy	  a	  home,	  and	  who	  are	  below	  the	  age	  of	  40	  at	  the	  time	  of	  
purchase.	  A	  Starter	  Home	  is	  not	  expected	  to	  be	  priced	  after	  the	  discount	  significantly	  more	  than	  the	  
average	  price	  paid	  by	  a	  first	  time	  buyer.	  This	  would	  mean	  the	  discounted	  price	  should	  be	  no	  more	  
than	  £250,000	  outside	  London	  and	  £450,000	  in	  London.	  

Source: Bank of England

CHART: Unemployment is expected to be around 5% in the near term
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immediate future. Indeed financial results from 
builders are painting a reasonably positive 
picture despite seeing their share prices hit 
hard. Persimmon’s profit leap in August was 
a good example of this and their competitors 
have generally reported fairly strong sales and 
earnings.
 
Additionally, new build development is likely to 
be given a boost by the government’s proposed 
Starter Homes initiative, which is still due to 
start. 

Starter Homes are due to be offered for sale 
at a minimum of 20% below the open market 
value of the property. Such properties are 
expected to be offered to people who have 
not previously been a home buyer and want to 
own and occupy a home, and who are below 
the age of 40 at the time of purchase. A Starter 
Home is not expected to be priced after the 
discount significantly more than the average 
price paid by a first time buyer. This would 
mean the discounted price should be no more 
than £250,000 outside London and £450,000 
in London.

The details of the scheme are still somewhat 
vague but we consider that it is just part of the 
government’s wider set of measures to support 
the economy and its existence should provide 
developers with some confidence. The detail on 
how builders deliver these homes will be critical 
and must keep in mind the overall objective 
of the scheme which is to deliver affordable 
homes for first-time buyers across the UK.

Existing stock
This sector of the housing market is perhaps 
the most under pressure at the moment, 
though this is not solely due to uncertainty 
created by the Brexit vote. A recent report from 
Countrywide has predicted that house price 
growth across the country will slow to 2.5% by 
the end of 2016, contract to 1% in 2017 and 
then bounce back with a growth rate of 2% in 
2018.

There is some evidence that the summer 
months have experienced a slowdown in the 

volume of available stock for sale, however 
the latest RICS survey suggested the market 
could be in for a small improvement in 
house sales volume over the year ahead. The 
weakening transaction volumes over the 
months immediately after timing of the Brexit 
referendum may be a red herring: July and 
August nearly always experience a seasonal 
dip and anecdotal evidence from our members 
suggests that they have been as busy as ever. 
Even if the market does suffer a slowdown 
in the number of transactions, from the 
perspective of the mortgage market overall, 
this is likely to be made up for by other types of 
lending. 

 

 
Buy-to-let
CML figures show that landlords borrowed 
£2.9bn in June, up 12% month-on-month but 
down 15% year-on-year. This came to 18,300 
loans in total, up 8% compared to May and 
down 17% compared to June 2015. The figures 
for buy-to-let this year are something of an 
anomaly, put out of kilter with normal patterns 
of behaviour as a result of interference in the 
market by the government. 

Not only did we see a surge in applications 
ahead of the stamp duty deadline in April this 
year, there was a consequent slump in lending 
thereafter as a result. This has skewed the 
figures and made sensible appraisal of the 

The	  details	  of	  the	  scheme	  are	  still	  somewhat	  vague	  but	  we	  consider	  that	  it	  is	  just	  part	  of	  the	  
government’s	  wider	  set	  of	  measures	  to	  support	  the	  economy	  and	  its	  existence	  should	  provide	  
developers	  with	  some	  confidence.	  The	  detail	  on	  how	  builder	  deliver	  these	  homes	  will	  be	  critical	  and	  
must	  keep	  in	  mind	  the	  overall	  objective	  of	  the	  scheme	  which	  is	  to	  deliver	  affordable	  homes	  for	  first-‐
time	  buyers	  across	  the	  UK.	  

EXISTING	  STOCK	  

This	  sector	  of	  the	  housing	  market	  is	  perhaps	  the	  most	  under	  pressure	  at	  the	  moment,	  though	  this	  is	  
not	  solely	  due	  to	  uncertainty	  created	  by	  the	  Brexit	  vote.	  A	  recent	  report	  from	  Countrywide	  has	  
predicted	  that	  house	  price	  growth	  across	  the	  country	  will	  slow	  to	  2.5%	  by	  the	  end	  of	  2016,	  contract	  
to	  1%	  in	  2017	  and	  then	  bounce	  back	  with	  a	  growth	  rate	  of	  2%	  in	  2018.	  

There	  is	  some	  evidence	  that	  the	  summer	  months	  have	  experienced	  a	  slowdown	  in	  the	  volume	  of	  
available	  stock	  for	  sale,	  however	  the	  latest	  RICS	  survey	  suggested	  the	  market	  could	  be	  in	  for	  a	  small	  
improvement	  in	  house	  sales	  volume	  over	  the	  year	  ahead.	  The	  weakening	  transaction	  volumes	  over	  
the	  months	  immediately	  after	  timing	  of	  the	  Brexit	  referendum	  may	  be	  a	  red	  herring:	  July	  and	  August	  
nearly	  always	  experience	  a	  seasonal	  dip	  and	  anecdotal	  evidence	  from	  our	  members	  suggests	  that	  
they	  have	  been	  as	  busy	  as	  ever.	  Even	  if	  the	  market	  does	  suffer	  a	  slowdown	  in	  the	  number	  of	  
transactions,	  from	  the	  perspective	  of	  the	  mortgage	  market	  overall,	  this	  is	  likely	  to	  be	  made	  up	  for	  by	  
other	  types	  of	  lending.	  	  

CHART:	  Mortgage	  approvals	  and	  housing	  transactions	  

	  

Source:	  Bank	  of	  England	  

BUY-‐TO-‐LET	  

CML	  figures	  show	  that	  landlords	  borrowed	  £2.9bn	  in	  June,	  up	  12%	  month-‐on-‐month	  but	  down	  15%	  
year-‐on-‐year.	  This	  came	  to	  18,300	  loans	  in	  total,	  up	  8%	  compared	  to	  May	  and	  down	  17%	  compared	  
to	  June	  2015.	  The	  figures	  for	  buy-‐to-‐let	  this	  year	  are	  something	  of	  an	  anomaly,	  put	  out	  of	  kilter	  with	  
normal	  patterns	  of	  behaviour	  as	  a	  result	  of	  interference	  in	  the	  market	  by	  the	  government.	  	  

Not	  only	  did	  we	  see	  a	  surge	  in	  applications	  ahead	  of	  the	  stamp	  duty	  deadline	  in	  April	  this	  year,	  there	  
was	  a	  consequent	  slump	  in	  lending	  thereafter	  as	  a	  result.	  This	  has	  skewed	  the	  figures	  and	  made	  
sensible	  appraisal	  of	  the	  health	  of	  the	  market	  difficult	  to	  achieve	  just	  by	  looking	  at	  the	  figures.	  	  

Source: Bank of England

CHART: Mortgage approvals and housing transactions
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health of the market difficult to achieve just by 
looking at the figures. 

AMI members deal with landlords day-in, 
day-out and they report that the sector is 
strong. Enquiries are consistent and they 
expect a relatively strong performance in the 
sector over the full year. There are however 
changes in landlord behaviour with many still 
assessing how best to structure investments. 
The forthcoming and tapered removal of higher 
rate tax relief on mortgage interest due to start 
next year has had the effect of encouraging 
new purchases to be made through limited 
companies. 
We expect this to continue in future but do 
not believe that this shift in behaviour marks 
an end to private investment into the rented 
sector.

Remortgage
The latest data from the Council of Mortgage 
Lenders showed improving prospects for 
remortgage activity which totalled £5.6bn, up 
8% on May and 6% compared to a year ago. 
This came to 32,400 loans, up 4% month-on-
month but down 2% compared to a year ago.
AMI members report a noticeable increase in 
the number of remortgage enquiries and we 
are quietly confident that this will continue 
over the coming months. Indeed, there is the 
expectation that lenders roll back some of 
their most strict criteria in order to encourage 

and support borrowers coming off expensive 
standard variable rates and moving to more 
affordable remortgage deals.

Monetary and fiscal 
support
In no doubt is the fact that heated competition 
among lenders to offer ground-breakingly 
low rates is driving stronger remortgage. 
At the start of August the Bank of England 
contributed yet further to this, slicing the base 
rate to just 0.25%. It’s highly likely following 
comments by Bank governor Mark Carney that 
the bank rate has further to fall. AMI expects 
BBR to be as low at 0.1% by the end of the 
year. 

Whether the recent cut in the base rate 
contributes positively to the economy is 
moot. We believe that it must not be viewed 
in isolation from the rest of the monetary 
measures that Carney delivered in August. The 
new Term Funding Scheme is yet to be tested 
but in theory should ensure, crucially, that net 
lending does not fall. In addition to quantitative 
easing, corporate bond buying and the TFS, 
the Financial Policy Committee also reduced 
the countercyclical capital buffer to support 
the provision of credit to individuals and 
businesses. Taken as a package, these measures 
go a long way to ensuring that lending 
continues unabated.

AMI	  members	  deal	  with	  landlords	  day-‐in,	  day-‐out	  and	  they	  report	  that	  the	  sector	  is	  strong.	  Enquiries	  
are	  consistent	  and	  they	  expect	  a	  relatively	  strong	  performance	  in	  the	  sector	  over	  the	  full	  year.	  There	  
are	  however	  changes	  in	  landlord	  behaviour	  with	  many	  still	  assessing	  how	  best	  to	  structure	  
investments.	  The	  forthcoming	  and	  tapered	  removal	  of	  tax	  relief	  on	  mortgage	  interest	  due	  to	  start	  
next	  year	  has	  had	  the	  effect	  of	  encouraging	  new	  purchases	  to	  be	  made	  through	  limited	  companies.	  	  

We	  expect	  this	  to	  continue	  in	  future	  but	  do	  not	  believe	  that	  this	  shift	  in	  behaviour	  marks	  an	  end	  to	  
private	  investment	  into	  the	  rented	  sector.	  

REMORTGAGE	  

The	  latest	  data	  from	  the	  Council	  of	  Mortgage	  Lenders	  showed	  improving	  prospects	  for	  remortgage	  
activity	  which	  totalled	  £5.6bn,	  up	  8%	  on	  May	  and	  6%	  compared	  to	  a	  year	  ago.	  This	  came	  to	  32,400	  
loans,	  up	  4%	  month-‐on-‐month	  but	  down	  2%	  compared	  to	  a	  year	  ago.	  

AMI	  members	  report	  a	  noticeable	  increase	  in	  the	  number	  of	  remortgage	  enquiries	  and	  we	  are	  
quietly	  confident	  that	  this	  will	  continue	  over	  the	  coming	  months.	  Indeed,	  there	  is	  the	  expectation	  
that	  lenders	  roll	  back	  some	  of	  their	  most	  strict	  criteria	  in	  order	  to	  encourage	  and	  support	  borrowers	  
coming	  off	  expensive	  standard	  variable	  rates	  and	  moving	  to	  more	  affordable	  remortgage	  deals.	  

MONETARY	  AND	  FISCAL	  SUPPORT	  

In	  no	  doubt	  is	  the	  fact	  that	  heated	  competition	  among	  lenders	  to	  offer	  ground-‐breakingly	  low	  rates	  
is	  driving	  stronger	  remortgage.	  At	  the	  start	  of	  August	  the	  Bank	  of	  England	  contributed	  yet	  further	  to	  
this,	  slicing	  the	  base	  rate	  to	  just	  0.25%.	  It’s	  highly	  likely	  following	  comments	  by	  Bank	  governor	  Mark	  
Carney	  that	  the	  bank	  rate	  has	  further	  to	  fall.	  AMI	  expects	  BBR	  to	  be	  as	  low	  at	  0.1%	  by	  the	  end	  of	  the	  
year.	  	  

CHART:	  Market-‐implied	  paths	  for	  US,	  UK	  and	  euro-‐area	  policy	  rates	  have	  flattened	  
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CHART:	  Longer-‐term	  interest	  rates	  have	  fallen	  further	  
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CHART:	  As	  benchmark	  interest	  rates	  fell	  towards	  zero,	  deposit	  spreads	  were	  compressed	  and	  
mortgage	  spreads	  widened	  
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Whether	  the	  recent	  cut	  in	  the	  base	  rate	  contributes	  positively	  to	  the	  economy	  is	  moot.	  We	  believe	  
that	  it	  must	  not	  be	  viewed	  in	  isolation	  from	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  monetary	  measures	  that	  Carney	  delivered	  
in	  August.	  The	  new	  Term	  Funding	  Scheme	  is	  yet	  to	  be	  tested	  but	  in	  theory	  should	  ensure,	  crucially,	  
that	  net	  lending	  does	  not	  fall.	  In	  addition	  to	  quantitative	  easing,	  corporate	  bond	  buying	  and	  the	  TFS,	  
the	  Financial	  Policy	  Committee	  also	  reduced	  the	  countercyclical	  capital	  buffer	  to	  support	  the	  
provision	  of	  credit	  to	  individuals	  and	  businesses.	  Taken	  as	  a	  package,	  these	  measures	  go	  a	  long	  way	  
to	  ensuring	  that	  lending	  continues	  unabated.	  

It	  is	  interesting	  to	  note	  that	  without	  the	  TFS	  it	  is	  highly	  unlikely	  that	  lenders	  would	  have	  passed	  on	  
the	  rate	  cut	  to	  customers	  sitting	  on	  their	  standard	  variable	  rates.	  Most	  of	  them	  did	  –	  it	  is	  decades	  
since	  we	  found	  ourselves	  in	  this	  situation.	  We	  are	  now	  seeing	  visible	  regulatory	  intervention	  in	  
markets	  with	  real	  results.	  

Source: Bank of England

CHART: Longer-term interest rates have fallen further
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It is interesting to note that without the TFS 
it is highly unlikely that lenders would have 
passed on the rate cut to customers sitting on 
their standard variable rates. Most of them did 
– it is decades since we found ourselves in this 
situation. We are now seeing visible regulatory 
intervention in markets with real results.
As a side note, the TFS offers lenders cheap 
funding on the condition that net lending 
continues to grow. As AMI has raised in the 
past, the CML and FCA net lending figures 
do not include product transfers where the 
borrower switches deals with their existing 

lender. Anecdotally AMI understands that some 
of the larger lenders successfully retain the 
vast majority of their existing borrowers when 
they remortgage – this does not count towards 
net lending growth under the terms of the TFS 
however. Perhaps it is an opportune moment 
to revisit the inclusion of product transfer 
lending in the overall market data.

The next test will be what the new Chancellor 
chooses to do when he delivers his Autumn 
Statement later in the year. Monetary policy 
in the form of base rate changes, quantitative 
easing and lender of last resort are vital to 
stabilising confidence in the markets, at 
institutions and even at household levels. But 
they cannot succeed without the support of 
fiscal measures. 

There are various policy measures that might 
be taken in support of a stronger housing and 
mortgage market – the Help to Buy mortgage 
guarantee scheme is due to end at the end 
of this year which could have consequences 
for higher loan-to-value lending done without 
the support of the scheme by lenders. This 
part of the market is far more vulnerable to 
contraction than lower down the LTV scale for 
several reasons. Lenders are required to hold 
that much more capital for every high LTV loan 
they make and the equity cushion protecting 
lenders’ balance sheets from fluctuations in 
house prices is minimal. The Chancellor should 

A BOOST FROM THE BANK OF ENGLAND
On 3 August, the Monetary Policy Committee voted to introduce a package of measures to 
support the economy: 
• A 25 basis point cut in Bank Rate to 0.25%. 
• A Term Funding Scheme to reinforce the pass-through of the cut in Bank Rate, financed by 
the issuance of central bank reserves. 
• Purchases of a stock of sterling non-financial investment-grade corporate bonds, issued by 
firms making a material contribution to the UK economy, financed by the issuance of central 
bank reserves, up to £10 billion. 
• An increase in the stock of purchased UK government bonds, financed by the issuance of 
central bank reserves, by £60 billion, to £435 billion. 

The Term Funding Scheme 
The TFS will operate as part of the Asset Purchase Facility. The value of lending in the TFS 
will be determined by usage of the scheme, and could reach around £100bn. Coupled with 
the increase in asset purchases of £70bn, the total size of the APF could increase by around 
£170bn. The Government indemnifies the Bank and the APF from any losses arising out of or 
in connection with the Facility
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Whether	  the	  recent	  cut	  in	  the	  base	  rate	  contributes	  positively	  to	  the	  economy	  is	  moot.	  We	  believe	  
that	  it	  must	  not	  be	  viewed	  in	  isolation	  from	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  monetary	  measures	  that	  Carney	  delivered	  
in	  August.	  The	  new	  Term	  Funding	  Scheme	  is	  yet	  to	  be	  tested	  but	  in	  theory	  should	  ensure,	  crucially,	  
that	  net	  lending	  does	  not	  fall.	  In	  addition	  to	  quantitative	  easing,	  corporate	  bond	  buying	  and	  the	  TFS,	  
the	  Financial	  Policy	  Committee	  also	  reduced	  the	  countercyclical	  capital	  buffer	  to	  support	  the	  
provision	  of	  credit	  to	  individuals	  and	  businesses.	  Taken	  as	  a	  package,	  these	  measures	  go	  a	  long	  way	  
to	  ensuring	  that	  lending	  continues	  unabated.	  

It	  is	  interesting	  to	  note	  that	  without	  the	  TFS	  it	  is	  highly	  unlikely	  that	  lenders	  would	  have	  passed	  on	  
the	  rate	  cut	  to	  customers	  sitting	  on	  their	  standard	  variable	  rates.	  Most	  of	  them	  did	  –	  it	  is	  decades	  
since	  we	  found	  ourselves	  in	  this	  situation.	  We	  are	  now	  seeing	  visible	  regulatory	  intervention	  in	  
markets	  with	  real	  results.	  

Source: Bank of England

CHART: As benchmark interest rates fell towards zero, deposit spreads 
were compressed and mortgage spreads widened
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not underestimate the value of extending this 
scheme or providing some sort of variation on 
it after this year to support lender confidence 
to continue to offer high LTV deals outside of 
it. 

Lender forbearance
In the aftermath of the financial crisis in 2008 
the regulator rightly encouraged lenders to 
exercise judgement when assessing borrowers 
who had fallen into arrears. This has continued 
for eight years and shows no clear sign of 
abating. 

The latest figures from the CML showed the 
number of mortgages in arrears continued to 
fall in the second quarter of this year, and is 
now at its lowest level since records began 
more than 20 years ago. At the end of June 
there were 92,500 mortgages in arrears of at 
least 2.5% of the balance (0.84% of the total), 
down from 95,900 at the end of March. The 
number of mortgages in arrears was 13.4% 
lower than a year ago, when the total stood at 
106,800, and is now at its lowest level since 

the run of figures began in 1994.
This is a positive trend. However the 
possession figures have raised a question for 
AMI. The number of properties taken into 
possession also fell in the second quarter to 
1,900, down from 2,100 in the first three 
months of the year. The CML said that on the 
basis the present trend continues, the number 
of mortgaged property repossessions this year 
is on course to be the lowest since 1982 when 
there were 6.5 million mortgages compared to 
11.1 million today.

This is a potentially disproportionately low 
proportion of possessions given the number 
of borrowers in fairly serious arrears. The 
question it raises is whether there is a problem 
brewing in banks. Nobody wants to lose the 
roof over their head but if they are in serious 
arrears and have little to no hope of getting 
back in control of their payments, AMI would 
ask whether it would be fairer for the customer 
to agree a faster possession process and 
minimise the debt outstanding by reducing the 
penalties in arrears. 

While MMR has undoubtedly limited people’s 

“ Along with the construction and consumer services sectors, the UK financial sector has seen some of the larg-
est falls in equity prices, concentrated in domestically focused UK banks for which prices were 24% lower. In 
part this is likely to reflect reduced expectations for bank profitability in response to the weaker outlook for UK 
growth and for property markets in particular as a significant proportion of banks’ UK assets are loans linked 
to property. And it may, in part, reflect greater uncertainty about UK banks’ future access to markets in the 
European Union. One other factor that could also affect bank profitability is the path for market interest rates. 
As discussed in the box on pages 9–12, the fall in international interest rates and the flattening in the term 
structure of those rates in recent years — which have continued since the May Report — may weigh on banks’ 
net interest income.” Bank of England

TABLE: Around half of all mortgages are on floating rates
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ability to over-expose themselves by taking on 
a mortgage they cannot afford, there remain 
areas where we are less sure it is working so 
well. The handling of arrears is one area that we 
fear that we may have got it wrong. Because it 
is so easy to stray into giving regulated advice, 
it is now nearly impossible for lenders to 
have a reasonable discussion with borrowers 
who find themselves in financial difficulty but 
perhaps not yet in arrears. Generic guidance in 
these situations is woefully insufficient for the 
borrower’s needs and there is the danger that 
conversations almost immediately stray into the 
regulated advice arenas of debt.

Mortgage products
The last time there were over 20,000 mortgage 
products was March 2008, which was pre-
financial crisis when 23,802 products were 
available. Despite the fact that most lenders 
passed on the base rate cut to borrowers on 
SVR, the average pay rate borrowers face 
remains above 3.5%. Meanwhile fixed rates are 
at rock bottom lows, capital is available to lend 
and support from the Bank of England look 
likely to ensure that competition continues. 
That so many borrowers remain on floating 
rates as illustrated in the table, underpins the 
scope of lending that is potentially needed and 
the number of borrowers who would benefit 
from remortgaging. 


